2016 Paris-Cologne Collaborative Meeting

November 22-23, 2016
Université Paris Diderot-Paris 7

Program

Tuesday, November 22

09:30–10:00 Breakfast

Session I  Chair: Anqi Liu

10:00-10:45 Qianwen Guan, "Prosodic and phonotactic adaptation of non-native consonant sequences"
10:45-11:30 Simon Wehrle, "Non-natives, Non-neurotypicals and other individuals: Prosody in second language speech and Asperger Syndrome"

11:30–12:00 Coffee break

Session II  Chair: Hannah King

12:00-12:45 Rémi Godement-Berline, "Prosodic focalization in interpreted speech in French"
12:45-13:30 Anna Bruggeman, "Acoustic enhancement of Moroccan Arabic syllables – lexical stress or postlexical intonation?"

13:30-14:30 --lunch break--

Session III  Chair: Rachel Albar

14:30-15:15 Mathias Stöber, "Can hand movements reveal continuous sensitivity to subphonemic variation?"
15:15-16:00 Aviad Albert, "Rethinking sonority: A new proposal for the role of pitch intelligibility in prosody"

Wednesday, November 23

10:30–11:00, Breakfast

Session IV  Chair: Ismail Benali

11:00-11:45 Patricia Pérez, "Perceptive and prosodic study of hispanic-speaking politicians: revolutionary vs. conservative"
11:45-12:30 Laëtitia Compaoore, "Prosodic phrasing in Moore"

12:30-13:30 --lunch break--

Closing session  Chairs: Qianwen Guan & Aviad Albert

13:30–15:00 Discussion